PROJECT 1
Graphics
150 points

Create a document—or, if you like, several documents—using Adobe Photoshop as was outlined in class. Your document(s) can be about anything you like but should show that you put 150 points worth of effort into creating it. More specifically, it should include the things we talked about in class, namely:

- **Twenty layers or more**
  If you create a single document, then have at least twenty layers in your document. If you create several documents, then have at least twenty layers for all the documents combined. Remember that a well-designed Photoshop document will place each element—even if it’s small—on its own layer. If, however, a number of your layers are insignificant, then you may need more than twenty layers for the full 150 points.

- **Type layers**
  Have at least four of the twenty layers be type layers, which contain text made by the Type tool.

- **Layer effects**
  Apply layer style effects (for example, drop shadows) to at least seven of the twenty layers by clicking the fx button at the bottom of the Layers panel.

- **Layer groups**
  Create at least two groups to organize some of your layers by clicking the folder button at the bottom of the Layers panel.

- **Layer names**
  Name your groups and layers by double-clicking the name of each group and layer in the Layers panel.

- **Hidden layers (optional)**
  If you make a lot of changes to your images (for example, erasing the backgrounds), then feel free to include hidden layers that contain the original versions of your images, so I can see what changes you made and better determine if you deserve the full 150 points. If desired, you can also add hidden text annotations to the original images explaining what changes you made.

- **Other elements**
  Make use of some of the other tools and commands that we talked about in class. Also, feel free to play around with other tools, commands, and filters that we did not talk about in class.

When finished, go to box.iu.edu and upload your Photoshop document(s) to your Box account. If you have more than one Photoshop document, then organize the files into a folder on your Box account. Then e-mail the Box link to your Photoshop document(s) to me by right-clicking your file or folder from within Box and choosing Sharing → Share Link. Make sure People with the link is selected as the Access Type. Then, under Email Shared Link, enter ersparkes@iusb.edu and click Send to e-mail me the Box link to your Photoshop document(s).